Are lesbians passé?
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SYNOPSIS
IN HEAT lampoons sexual desire, sexual
orientation and gender self-identification.
Doris Anderson, a lesbian in her 50s, is
alarmed to discover that lesbianism is being
overshadowed by female-to-male
transsexuals and a new Genderqueer culture.
Since Transmen are getting all the girls and
lesbians are passé, Doris has pioneered a
Self-Identified Lesbian Community Center,
which is a cultural hospice for the last of the
lesbians who will all be dying off in the next
30 years.
Spend 75 minutes with Doris as she provides
a mash up of gender studies, local lesbian
news and her unforgettable words of wisdom
to live by suited for those of any sexual
orientation.

CONTACT:
Mary Ann Curto
inheatcreativeteam@gmail.com    |    646-‐‑801-‐‑4781

In Heat Creative Team Presents
IN HEAT: Is She Hot Under Her Collar or Under Her Skirt?
The New York International Fringe Festival – FringeNYC
A production of The Present Company
August 10th – 26th
Tickets: $15-$18. For tickets visit www.FringeNYC.org
New York, NY (June 12, 2012) – Are lesbians passé? That’s what Doris Anderson will disprove during her occupation of the 16th annual New
York International Fringe Festival – FringeNYC. IN HEAT, a twisted-queer comedy for people of all persuasions, genders and sexualities, is a
humorous excavation of the artifacts and personalities in the LBGTQ community circa 2012.
Alarmed that lesbianism is being overshadowed by a new Gender-Queer culture, life-long Sapphic sister Doris Anderson has pioneered the SelfIdentified Lesbian Community Center (SILC), a cultural hospice for the last of the lesbians (who will be dying off in the next 30 years).
Ms. Anderson, who has refined her message through infiltrations of BAX and EAT, will use the FringeNYC festival to launch SILC’s inaugural
live broadcast of her public access show. The lesbian community and their gay and straight supporters will discover survival skills to brave the
Gender-Queer Revolution, learn about community cat neutering and get **hot** tips on dating.
Starring Sally Sockwell (the original New York production of Vanities), directed by Jocelyn Sawyer and written by Lisa Haas (with contributing
material by Sawyer and Sockwell), this world premiere of IN HEAT lampoons sexual desire, sexual orientation and gender self-identification.
IN HEAT will be in the Gene Frankel Theatre – Venue #9, located at 24 Bond Street (between Lafayette and Bowery). The closest trains are the
F, B, M or D to Broadway and Lafayette, or, the #6 train to Bleeker Street. Show dates/times: Friday, August 10 @ 5PM, Sunday, August 12 @
7:30PM, Thursday, August 16 @ 3:45PM, Wednesday, August 22 @ 7:45PM and Saturday, August 25 @ 2:00PM. Running time: 1 hour and 15
minutes.
For more information visit: www.in-heat.com
PRESS PHOTOS: www.flickr.com/photos/inheat/
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Photo Credit:
Sally Sockwell as Doris Anderson in IN HEAT: IS SHE HOT UNDER HER COLLAR
OR UNDER HER SKIRT?
Photographed by Liz Liguori

BIOS
LISA HAAS
A performer and writer, Lisa most recently starred in Madeleine Olnek’s 2011 feature film Codependent Lesbian
Space Alien Seeks Same and in Laura Terruso’s 2009 award winning short film Dyke Dollar. In NYC she has
been seen as a writer and performer at HERE Arts Center, The Brooklyn Arts Exchange, Artists of Tomorrow,
Dixon Place, Joe’s Pub and other downtown performance spaces. She received a Jerome Foundation Fellowship
to develop her solo comedy Crown Hill Cemetery, which played at the Piccolo Spoleto Festival and Fringe
Festivals in Orlando, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. Some of her other works that have been performed in
NYC, nationally and internationally include Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation and Rita & Inez: The True
Queens of Femininity.

The New York Times - Jeannette Catsoulis
Review of “Codependent Lesbian Space Alien Seeks Same” Starring Lisa Haas (2012)
“In “Codependent Lesbian Space Alien Seeks Same,” Madeleine Olnek’s witty ode to urban love and shoestring sci-fi, a lonely
Manhattanite and an exiled extraterrestrial find interspecies contentment.
On the Earthling side is Jane (a perfect Lisa Haas), a sweet, unlucky-in-love store clerk surviving on
fantasies and regular therapy. About to realize those fantasies is Zoinx (Susan Ziegler), one of three female aliens whose
overabundance of “big feeling” is believed to be destroying their planet’s ozone layer...”
Oralndo Sentinel - Elizabethe Maupin
Review of “Crown Hill Cemetery” written & performed by Lisa Haas, directed by Jocelyn Sawyer (2008)
“...An experienceed storyteller if not a natural actor, Haas brings sincerity, creativity and humor to her
tale...I’ve never seen anybody else convey grief quite as Haas does...This is a sweet, funny tale.”

The New York Times - Anita Gates
Review of “Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation” written by Lisa Haas (2001)
“There are at least two good reasons to attend Unity Fest 2001...The other is Bekka Lindstrom as a Ph.D. candidate
breaking the no-food-or-drink rule at the library and wondering aloud about a feminist obligation to offer
another woman some of her French fries: ‘Isn’t that what Bella Abzug would do?’...Ms. Lindstromis the sole
player in Lisa Haas’s Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation.”
www.oob.com - Arlene McKanic
Review of “Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation” written by Lisa Haas (2001)
“If there were any doubts that a woman could be as narcissistic, obnoxious, and boob-obsessed as certain
kinds of men, Bekka Lindstrom’s bravura performance as Sylvia in Lisa Haas’s ‘Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral
Dissertation’ shattered them utterly. Dressed in cargo pants and a matching cap, she leapt around and hollered in a library,
danced with a wheelie full of her monstrous gazillion-page dissertation -- she swears it's a “chick magnet” -- and left the audience
sick with laughter.

Feast Round-Up, Adelaide, Australia - Peter Burdon
Review of “Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation” written by Lisa Haas (2003)
“The only criticism to be applied to Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation is the brevity of its season. Vitalstatistix
Artistic Director Maude Davy is superlative in this one-hander by US writer Lisa Haas. Couched in terms of an
introduction to a dissertation “A quantitative comparison of industrial deep-frying equipment in Eastern Europe between
1950-1969 and the correlation between breast size and rational choice in exploratory sex for women” the show was an absolute
knock-out, with even the hardened critics clutching their sides and leaning on others for support, so hard was their laughter...”
The Seattle Times - Misha Berson
Review of “Rita & Inez: The True Queens of Femininity” co-written by Lisa Haas (1995)
“...In the dishy, often raunchy collection of skits they inhabit, these home girl feminists (written and enacted by the diverting New
York team of Lisa Berger Carter and Lisa Haas) skewer some standard symbols of female oppression...Though such targets are
certainly not fresh, ‘Rita and Inez’ attacks them with comic gusto aplenty. This is what you might get by crossing the feminist satiric
duo of Kathy and Mo, with TV’s “The Nanny” -- only much dirtier...Carter and Haas hit the comic jackpot in their revisionist
abridgment of “Hamlet’ -- relayed from the perspective of that ultimate doormat, Ophelia...she finally gets to tell that moody danish
prince where to get off. This breezy hour ends with a riotous x-rated evangelical service at a church of female sexual fulfillment. It
may by Phyllis Schafley’s worst nightmare, but it’s also a stitch -- if you don’t mind some right-on raunch.”

JOCELYN SAWYER
Jocelyn has directed new work for theatre companies and festivals in New York, Oregon, Florida and
Canada including Reverie Productions, Fuse Theatre Ensemble, SP Productions, Six Figures’ Artists of
Tomorrow, Estrogenius, Queer@HERE, BAX’s Women’s Performance, American Globe Theatre, Samuel
French Off Off Broadway Short Play and various Fringe Festivals. She has assistant directed at
Playwrights Horizons, The Flea and Rattlestick Theaters and the Summer Play Festival. She is a member
of Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab, Directors Lab West, Actors’ Equity Association and an associate
member of Stage Directors and Choreographers Society.
AmericanTheater Web - Andy Propst
Review of “Havana Bourgeois” produced by Reverie Productions
“In Jocelyn Sawyer's sturdy and well-modulated production, the inevitable shifting of friendships and allegiances
fascinates, even as a strong emotional bond forms between theatergoers and the characters onstage.”

nytheatre.com review - Martin Denton
Review of “If you take one elf off the shelf” in Six Figure’s Artists of Tomorrow Series
“This workshop staging is remarkably fine. Director Jocelyn Sawyer is clearly simpatico with Sanders’s
quirky vision, as are the four expert actors who perform the piece.”
CurtainUp - Elyse Sommer
Review of “Havana Bourgeois” produced by Reverie Productions
“…director Jocelyn Sawyer keeps events moving along so that the audience’s interest never flags.”
nytheatre.com review - Jack Hanley
Review of “In Heat” in the Left Out Festival
“Director Jocelyn Sawyer must also be commended for successfully guiding the proceedings through a
political mine field while allowing (Sally) Sockwell to manifest an authentic persona, whose convictions,
right or wrong, are plausible.”

SALLY SOCKWELL
Sally played Joanne in the New York production of Vanities for three years. She has appeared at
Playwright’s Horizons, Lion Theatre Company, Manhattan Punch Line, Primary Stages, Joe’s Pub, the
Actor’s Studio, Carnegie Hall, HERE, Dixon Place, West Bank Café, Artist of Tomorrow Theatre Company,
the Left Out Festival and Emerging Artists Theatre. Regionally, she has worked at Baltimore Center Stage,
Portland Stage Company, Syracuse Rep., Actor’s Theatre of Louisville, Arkansas Rep, and Cincinnati
Playhouse. She was in Money Matters for HBO, the film Rollover, the soap opera Texas and Late Line with
Al Franken. She was a member of the Montana Playwright’s Festival and Robert Redford’s Sundance
Institute. Also, a writer, her play The Contest was the first new play performed at the new Margo Jones
theatre in Dallas. In New York her plays have been done at the WOW Café, Dixon Place, and HERE.

nytheatre.com - Jack Hanley
Review of “In Heat” as part of the Left Out Festival
“And Sally Sockwell is a comedic genius. She discovers the heart of her character, and from there delivers the
humor, thus avoiding diminution in simple self-parody. It’s a bewitching performance I will not soon forget.”

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS
Twitter: @DorisAnderson
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/doris.anderson1
Blog: http://dorisanderson.wordpress.com/
Official Website: www.in-heat.com

We inspire art!
Posted in OWN THIS CITY by Beth Greenfield
Time Out New York

Next week's Left Out ‘09 —a festival of LGBT solo performance —is chock-full of fun queer shows. But
one in particular caught our attention: In Heat, written by Lisa Haas and starring Sally Sockwell. That's
because the comedic tale was inspired by a 2005 TONY cover story, "What's in a Name?"
The show is a riff on the feature, and has an old-school dyke discussing the rise of genderqueers,
tranniefags and hasbians, and the imminent extinction of plain ol' lesbians. We were psyched to attend a
preview of the show—which we loved!—and to chat with Haas about, well, ourselves, and about being
her muse.
"I grew up in Colorado, really isolated, where it was a huge struggle to come out," she told us. "I moved
to New York in 1995, and every day was gay pride! But then this article came out, about hasbians, and
transmen, and I was like, It's over for me!" Haas added that she grew up in an era of lesbian and gay.
Period. "And my emotional child is still there."
Don't miss the show on Sat 18 at 3pm and April 26 at 8pm. And for now, check out this awesome sneak
preview we filmed (which takes artistic liberties with the description of our story, by the way…):
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Lisa Haas explains. By Stephanie Schroeder

McLaughlin), featuring a jacked-up Ph.D. student who uses
her research to pick up women.
In the play In Heat, Doris, a somewhat self-righteous
middle-aged lesbian, has started an organization called
the Self-Identified Lesbian Center (SILC). The show is an
engaging dialogue with both the live audience and the invisible viewers of the cable access program Doris is taping to
promote SILC.
The character is a stern, schoolteacher type who has a
matronly soft spot for her lesbian sisters in need and who, in
spite of her outdated hairdo, frumpy clothes and extremely
sensible shoes, exudes a certain subtle sexual power.
Doris’ hilarious monologue and the advice she dispenses
throughout the play in a stream-of-consciousness manner
seem to spring from a very real fear that lesbians will become
obsolete. She laments early in the show that SILC will become
“a cultural hospice for the last of the lesbians, who will be
dying off in the next 30 years.”
The issue the Time Out article highlighted, according to
Haas, is that “there were names for every type of queer—boi,
trans man, bisexual, genderqueer, tranny fag—but there was
not one mention of lesbians.”
“Twenty years ago I was afraid to say I was a lesbian,” says
the 44-year-old playwright, “and 20 years later I’m embarrassed to call myself a lesbian. I mean, that is my teenage self
talking…the lesbian who missed adolescence while struggling
with [her] sexuality. My inner teen feels very left out.” ■	 

JANE HUNTINGTON

W

HEN IT FIRST OPENED, Time Out New York
described In Heat, in the “Gay” section of the
magazine, as follows:
“In Lisa Haas’ comedy, a 50-year-old lesbian is
dismayed at the state of the community, whose numbers are
dwindling in an increasingly trans and genderqueer world.”
This is somewhat ironic, considering that is was a 2008
cover story in Time Out entitled “What Is Gay Culture?” that
inspired Haas to write In Heat, a play about the disappearance of authentic lesbian culture. In Heat is, in fact, a hilarious
sendup of lesbian stereotypes and the concerns in the lesbian
community about trans (and oh-so-many other) issues.
But the reality for Haas, an award-winning performer, playwright and monologist, is no laughing matter. “When I read
that Time Out article, around the same time the Village Voice
published a piece about trans men dominating the queer scene
in New York City, I just felt like someone had blown out my
candle, like being a lesbian wasn’t good enough anymore.”
Haas says her struggle to come out and find a community
seemed completely squashed when she read those articles. For
a fortysomething lesbian who came out in the Denver suburbs
before moving to New York City, the idea that lesbianism itself
might become obsolete was terrifying.
In Heat is only one of Haas’ many artistic endeavors with
the director Jocelyn Sawyer. Other staples of her repertoire are
Crown Hill Cemetery, about growing up near a graveyard, and
Stacked: A Deviant Doctoral Dissertation (directed by James
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by Editor: Cheryl Burke. Contributors:
Kim DiTomasso, Corina Maritescu
and Kathleen Warnock
June 12, 2009

Lisa Haas
In Heat: Is She Hot Under Her Collar or Under
Her Skirt, playwright Lisa Haas’ recent show,
featured the character of Doris, a hard-line
lesbian in late middle-age struggling to
understand her younger, more genderqueeridentified counterparts while pursuing the basic
human need of getting laid. In Heat is part of a
trilogy Haas is currently working on, which she
describes as a kind of lusty dyke meditation. “The
overarching theme is get sex now!” Haas says,
"but on a more serious note, the major themes
are time, as in 'times have changed’, selfcreationism and sexual-evolution-revolution.”
Haas has presented her work throughout New
York City, the U.S. and internationally. Also an
accomplished monologist, Haas will bring her
solo show, Crown Hill Cemetery, to the Toronto,
Winnipeg and Vancouver Fringe Festivals this
summer. -CB

http://www.gomag.com/article/100_women_we_love_class_o1/63

